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Imagine if you will, for just a moment, the life of a cat in

the streets. No matter what the weather, hot or cold, rain or

snow, the elements are your constant companion. Hunger and

thirst, too are intimate acquaintances who shadow your every

move.You wait and watch, knowing well the potential brutali-

ty of the human species, knowing that one false move might

put you in the way of the wrong person. This is a life no one

would choose.

In these times, which seem to be times of chaos, when

no one person appears capable of acts other than those of cru-

elty, there are among us, people who have chosen another way.

This is the way of kind-

ness and compassion, of

selflessness and shar-

ing. These people are

feral cat colony man-

agers, those who often

operate in anonymity,

and under extreme con-

ditions, and who help

make the life of a cat in

the streets a little less

harsh and a little less

fearful. Here is a small

part of their very com-

plex and rich story.

“Margaret” * first

got involved in feral cat

colony management almost four years ago. Not a Connecticut

resident initially, Margaret commuted locally on a regular

basis to visit her boyfriend. She often noticed the cats that

“hung around” her future husband’s residence, but it wasn’t

until the spring of 1999, when she moved to Connecticut to

live, that Margaret became intimately involved with this group

of feral animals.“It was the kitten” that did it for her. A sickly,

flea infested kitten that eventually had to be destroyed due to

her extreme illness, was the inroad to Margaret’s heart, time,

and effort.“I had to do something”she knew. The result of this

encounter has been four years of hard work, every day.

Margaret and her now-husband have built shelters in their

backyard to accommodate the core group of cats who have

sought them out as a haven. Three of the more friendly ani-

mals now live in her basement, and she estimates that nearly

a dozen others have been adopted out. Through her work with

the GNHCP, Margaret has been able to spay and neuter the

cats in her colony, keeping their numbers fairly constant,

although she notes that “one or two a year seem to pop up.”

Her greatest challenges are in “not being sentimental” (this

reduces her “ethical approach”, she notes), and in negotiating

with her husband over time, energy, and finances.“It’s impor-

tant to maintain balance,” she notes.

“Balance” is a key word for another area colony manager.

“Carmen” * has been involved with New Haven area animal

rescue for over fifteen

years. A letter carrier,

Carmen has been

exposed to countless

homeless animals and

their stories, Currently,

she feeds cats in four

locations on her own,

and with another feed-

er, supports animals at a

fifth location. What is

most difficult for her is

maintaining the very

balance mentioned ear-

lier. Feral cats “are such

an enormous problem”

says Carmen. It’s impor-

tant “not to get overwhelmed and spread yourself too thin.”

Otherwise, fatigue and stress make it difficult to meet the

daily responsibilities of feeding the cats that “you are commit-

ted to”. And if anything, Carmen is committed. She builds

shelters, frequently negotiates with property owners and ten-

ants, and, when she can, finds homes for adoptable animals.

She relates the story of “Caruso” with the “resonant, strong

voice”, who now lives a life that would be envied by an opera

star in Georgia, while “Shadow”, a street fighter extraordinaire

is now a country squire in Higganum. Her current project is

“Patrick”, a lovable cat with Feline Immunodeficiency Virus

(Feline AIDS) who resides in her basement. “He’s asympto-

matic, and he’s a great cat”, says Carmen. Let’s hope he finds a

home.

“We all, when we see suffering, must be challenged by a desire for 
redemption,  to help all creatures. There is always mystery. 

We move within the mist of a great mystery: the mystery of pain.
And we come to be always conscious of our great responsibility to alleviate it.”

Albert Schweitzer

One-Eye, Blackie, and friend enjoy a sun bath.

continued on page 2



“The ideal of calm exists in a sitting cat.”  
–  Jules Reynard

Volunteer
Spotlight

When Kathy Callister walked into the GNHCP

one Saturday last spring, she had no idea that she

would walk out as the new Volunteer Coordinator.“I

was really just looking to do some volunteer work. I

had just returned to New Haven from Ohio, and

found the GNHCP website on the internet. I was

interested in doing anything to get involved, so I

went down to the center to check it out.”And as any-

one involved with the GNHCP knows, President

Cheryl DeFilippo has a gift for spotting people’s tal-

ents and for persuading them to use them. “Cheryl

asked me if I was interested in being the new

Volunteer Coordinator. I thought I’d give it a try.” Six

months later, Kathy is still at the helm of a very

active volunteer program, and she’s enjoying getting

to know this group of “enthusiastic, dedicated, and

skilled people”.

Kathy has had a long-standing interest in ani-

mal rights and rescue work. She also has a profes-

sional background in networking and coordinating:

“I’ve worked in the mental health field, primarily

doing case management and negotiation of com-

munity systems.” She sees her role at the GNHCP as

a chance to combine these aptitudes, with the great-

est emphasis falling on her ability to match talent,

energy, and interest “with the right volunteer oppor-

tunity”. Her biggest challenge?  “Trying to contact

people in timely fashion.” Kathy admits that balanc-

ing a full-time job with a demanding volunteer

position often means that it takes longer than she

would like to get back to people, and she appreciates

their patience. The rewards? The numerous learn-

ing opportunities she has had, thanks to the experi-

ence of many long-term GNHCP volunteers. “I’ve

had the chance to go out on trapping situations, do

direct care, and network with other animal groups

and organizations.” She sees the GNHCP faithful as

a tremendous learning resource, and is grateful for

the help of those who have been working so hard for

so long. So thanks to that one, chance day last

spring, the Project is lucky to have such a dedicated

and capable Volunteer Coordinator.

Amy helps Kathy organize the list of calls
she has to make.

There are risks as well as rewards to being a feral

cat colony manager. Another individual, who refers to

herself as “Nine Lives,”appears to need each and every

one of those lives. She has been threatened, had rocks

thrown at her, and been stopped by the police. “Nine

Lives” goes about her business under the cover of

darkness, in order to avoid the scrutiny of those who

dislike cats and the work she does. “People can be so

cruel”, she says, “I just want them (the cats) to be

safe”. “Nine Lives” has been feeding cats in three

greater New Haven area locations for ten years, every

single day. Her commitment to these animals has

remained constant, even when others who were also

involved in these feedings seemed to disappear.“Nine

Lives” has worked along with the GNHCP, to spay and

neuter the cats she supports, and she is grateful for the

help she has received from the Project. She believes

that many cats in the streets were either once pets or

can trace their roots back to cats that were pets.

Intentions to spay or neuter an adopted animal do not

always turn into reality. “I wish the pounds would

spay or neuter a cat before they adopt them out” says

“Nine Lives”. “It’s like sending a loaded gun out into

the community.”

In the world of feral cat colony management,

anonymity isn’t everyone’s goal. At the law firm of

local attorney Irving Jay Pinsky, the effort to support

the colony is an open, communal effort. Jo-Ann, who

works for Pinsky, is the ringleader of this group, which

includes the popular area attorney, many of his office

employees, apartment-dwellers who live in adjacent

buildings (including some Yale students and a cat-

lover named John), and an elderly neighbor woman

who, despite have difficulty with mobility, visits the

cats every day. Jo-Ann, an avowed, life-long animal

lover, makes sure the cats get daily food and water,

provides them with medical care, constructs shelters

for them, and makes sure they always have a clean,

comfortable area where they can feel safe. Her affec-

tion for the cats is open and palpable. “I love all ani-

mals and I don’t want them to suffer”, says Jo-Ann.

Love seems to be the motivating factor for this group

who looks out for “Goldie”, “Spare-Parts”, and “One

Eye”.“I love all animals” echoes Attorney Pinsky. This

love combined with action helps to meet that chal-

lenge we all face, the challenge “to help all creatures”.

These are incomplete pictures, short vignettes

that serve only to briefly illustrate the work that is

done by these individuals and others like them every

single day. For them, we must be grateful. Imagine

again, for just a moment, the life of a cat in the streets.

There is pain and yes, there is fear. But, maybe, also,

there is a hand that reaches out, perhaps to offer food

or shelter, perhaps to offer a moment of comfort.

Perhaps there is hope.

* Some identities have been changed to protect

both cats and people.

In recognition of National Feral Cat day, October 16, 2002, The Greater New Haven Cat Project

(GNHCP), hosted a spay/neuter day on Thursday, October 31, 2002.

The feral cat population is a result of irresponsible pet ownership (e.g. abandonment of unsterilized

cats) and it is our responsibility as citizens to provide a humane solution to the problem – spaying

and neutering prevents the birth and needless suffering of future generations.

As a result of trap, neuter and return sessions organized by GNHCP, TEAM, the mobile feline unit

(Tait's Every Animal Matters), spayed/neutered 40 cats; 37 of which were feral and 3 were strays. This

will have a direct impact on the future number of homeless cats  living among the greater New Haven

area.

On a related note: On Sunday, November 10th, a constructive session was held by GNHCP volunteers

who assembled shelters for outdoor cats. Extra heavy duty cardboard boxes were lined with styro-

foam insulating materials and wrapped with heavy duty garbage bags. A hole was cut in each box as

a doorway. Completed boxes were filled with a generous amount of straw and distributed to feral cat

colony managers.

Everyone felt great satisfaction at having helped to make the cat shelters and it was heartwarming to

know that some lucky homeless cats would have a cozy place to partially escape the bitter elements

of winter.

GNHCP is appealing to the general public to provide assistance to feral cats through monetary dona-

tions for spay/neuter and/or donations of unopened dry and canned cat food. GNHCP ia a 501 (c)(3)

non-profit organization and donations are tax deductible.

The Challenge to Help continued from page 1

National Feral Cat Day

by Natalya Sapko



Charitable Giving is Tax Deductible

So you have decided to welcome a cat, or pos-

sibly another, into your home…wonderful news!

The following steps will help ensure that the transi-

tion period is as stress-free as possible for all pets

involved.

Introducing a cat into a home with another

cat(s). To reduce the risk of transmitting illness or

parasites, schedule veterinarian visits for both ani-

mals to verify that they are up-to-date on vaccina-

tions and have tested negative for FeLV (Feline

Leukemia) and FIV (Feline AIDS).

Be patient; the success and timing of the tran-

sition period can vary greatly depending on the

temperaments and ages of the cats involved. It may

take a few days or up to several months until the

animals are comfortable with each other.

Have realistic expectations; an older cat unac-

customed to other animals will have a harder time

adjusting to another cat on his territory than a kit-

ten will. Regardless of age, some cats are more

social than others; be aware of your own cat’s per-

sonality and know his limitations.

Realize that bringing a kitten or puppy into a

home with an elderly cat can be especially stressful

or threatening to the older pet. Be sure to spend a

lot of time with your older cat and give him plenty

of affection. In addition, he may appreciate a quiet,

kitten-free area where he can retreat.

According to studies, combinations of two kit-

tens or two grown cats tend to work better than a

mixed pair; however there are many exceptions to

this general rule.

Introduce your new cat gradually. Pet owners

have found different strategies to be successful. The

common idea is to prevent direct contact of the ani-

mals until hostility is replaced with curiosity. This

usually involves keeping the cats completely sepa-

rate, yet by either allowing them to see each other or

smell each other. Set up a separate room, complete

with food, litter box, and bed, for the new cat and

allow the resident cat full run of the house except

for this room. Then gradually introduce the cats by

one or more of the following methods:

Feed both cats on either side of the door sep-

arating them, gradually moving the food bowls

closer to the door until they are dining with only a

door between them. In this way they will associate

an enjoyable event (eating) with the scent of the

other cat. Eventually, prop the door open very

slightly so that they will be able to see each other as

they eat.

Have each cat sleep with a blanket, towel, or

shirt (or rub the animal with a towel) to absorb

their scents. Swap the cloths so that each animal

can smell the other before being introduced. You

may also place one cat’s blanket underneath the

food dish of the other cat.

After the newcomer cat is comfortable in the

one room, allow him to roam the rest of the house

while the resident cat is confined to the room where

the new cat stayed. This way the new cat can explore

the house without fearing the resident cat and the

resident cat can smell the new cat before their face-

to-face meeting.

When the cats are ready to meet, supervise

their interactions and be ready if they should

become aggressive (make a loud noise or use a

squirt gun if they begin to fight). Spats are com-

mon, but separate the cats if they are seriously hos-

tile. Start with 5-10 minute sessions together and

gradually increase their time together as long as

they do not become too aggressive. It is important

to bear in mind that the resident cat is likely to view

the newcomer as a trespasser and possibly as a

threat or that the new cat may feel threatened and

out of place in a home with another cat.

Introducing cats to dogs. Generally, a kitten

will adapt to a home with a dog quicker than an

adult cat. Many types of dogs are very gentle and

should pose no problem to a family cat (e.g.,

Labradors). However some dogs (especially those

with a strong hunting instinct) will need to be

taught to leave a kitten/cat alone. Introduce the pets

gradually and be sure that the cat has an escape

route and several hiding places away from the dog.

You should ensure that the cat is able to get away

from the dog at any time necessary. This can be

achieved by placing a childproof gate in the door of

a room such that the cat can slip underneath the

gate but the dog cannot. In fair turn, reduce the risk

of harm to the dog by trimming the cat’s nails.

Supervise the animals together until you are sure

that there is no danger in their being together.

Introducing cats to birds or small mam-

mals. It is unlikely that a cat will befriend a pet bird

or mouse; he is much more likely to see them as

prey. Be sure that the birdcage or other cage is out of

reach from your cat and has a securely locked open-

ing, which cannot be opened with a paw. Also, pro-

vide several hiding areas within the cage so that the

little pets can hide from the cat’s view if desired.

When introducing new pets, above all,

remember to be patient and to respect the feelings

of all of the animals involved. With patience and

love, a peaceful multi-animal or multi-cat house-

hold is possible.

Bringing Home Baby: Introducing Your New Cat to Other Pets

At GNHCP, we keep our overhead costs low and the benefits for

felines high. We have a strong tradition of stretching our donors'

dollars as far as they can go.

Our work would not be possible without the generous financial

support of caring people like you. In 2001, GNHCP was able to pro-

vide spay/neuter and veterinary assistance to 225 feral and stray

cats in the greater New Haven area. In addition, 200 cats who were

once homeless were placed in permanent homes!

Your donation will go to work instantly to enable GNHCP to con-

tinue its mission to address cat overpopulation through

spaying/neutering and providing assistance to cats in the Greater

New Haven area. If you prefer, you can designate where you would

like your donation to be used: to provide food and veterinary care

for cats in foster care; to provide veterinary care for our special

needs cats (The Tommy Fund); to the spay/neuter program for feral

and stray cats; or for overhead at our Center (i.e., electric bill, rent,

etc). With the flurry of activity that takes place from mid-

November through the end of the calendar year, now is the time to

consider a tax-deductible donation to GNHCP.

The GNHCP is an authorized tax-exempt, non-profit organization

under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. And what

does it mean to be a 501(c)(3) organization? For charities, this

means that they can accept contributions and offer donors a tax

deduction for their gifts. For donors like you, this means your con-

tributions are fully tax-deductible to the amount allowed by law.

Please help GNHCP continue its good work. Thank you.

by Anita Infante
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Gift Order form

Item ________________________________________

Item ________________________________________

Sizes ______ Color ______ Price_________

Total_________

Ship to:

Name ________________________________________ 

Address ______________________________________

City__________________ State ______ Zip _________

Telephone_____________________________________

Shipping and handling for 1 item $3.95, for two
items $4.95. Please make your check out to:
The Greater New Haven Cat Project, Inc and
mail along with this form to P.O. Box 1432, New
Haven, CT 06506. For more than two items please
call us at the Center 203-782-CATS for shipping
and handling charges.

Show your cat colors by giving and wearing
Greater New Haven Cat Project
Cat-friendly
Merchandise.

Tee-shirts with GNHCP Logo $15.00
(adult sizes medium, large, extra large)

Sweatshirts with GNHCP Logo $20.00
(adult sizes: Small/Medium/Large/Extra large)
(colors: red, natural, blue, gray)

Tote Bags (with GNHCP logo) $12.75

Bookmarks $3.75

All prices include CT State 6% sales tax


